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Alien (Strange Home)
I have an Alien Registration Number, and though I can’t remember exactly when I
was issued mine, it was the first time I was formally named for a condition I’d already
had for many years. To be given this title is not so much the beginning of a journey,
but more an institutional recognition of what one has been striving for over quite
some time--it was validating yet insulting, at the same time. The insult erupted from
(what I perceived as) years of studious assimilation being slighted, before I realized
that those years of assimilation only ever came from myself knowing I was an alien
before I was named.
Pithy sayings, such as, “Home is where the heart is,” created different problems prior
to recognizing my intersectional being. It was a paradox that my “heart” was in
several continents at the same time--where was my singular home? I firmly located
my home within my own skin, so as to base it in a purely conceptual state that
untethered me from geographical and biological trivialities / data. This worked at the
expense of eschewing parts of my identity that realistically could not be denied. What
resulted was an existence that functioned as a bit of blank canvas coloured by my
immediate interaction or environment. The voice is meant to be your sincere and
individualistic vehicle: “speak your truth,” “my voice will not be silenced,” “you can
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really feel the strength of their voice within their work,” etcetera. In contrast, my voice
oscillates between different cultural syntaxes and inflections based on my
environment, these variations themselves bringing perceptibly different internal
monologues. My sense of self, my sense of home, was radically destabilized by my
not understanding I was simply a hybrid creature– the masking of this nature was
from not having encountered the nomenclature yet. Now combined with the changing
conditions of our world that names all facets of being, I start missing the
unnameable; I exist now in a strange state of being both titled and untitled, striving to
unravel these external imprints to find what is inherently mine.
Through it all, I recognize that this fragmented personhood descends from a life of
privilege, for without it, I would not have lived the life that resulted into these
disparate pseudo-personalities. What makes it “strange” is the fact that it is a life of
opportunity afforded to fewer people than most; and this strangeness was
purposefully bestowed upon me as a gift from my mother which we discuss within
the video work Motherland (Song of the Exile) Part II. [see video links included with
thesis]
WAVE-PARTICLE DUALITY (double-slit experiment)
An experiment using a single light source that shines towards a wall with two slits in
it. Thomas Young’s aptly-named double-slit experiment shows how wave hitting
wave creates a regular interference pattern; light has a wavelength. And as it splits
and interferes with itself, there is a direct correlation between what it is and the mark
it leaves behind. This experiment is not about quantum physics, but it’s a
predecessor to be aware of.
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It wasn’t until 1974 that Italian scientists performed a version of the experiment with
single electrons, called the Bologna Experiment to differentiate it from later versions
of the experiment conducted by other countries and other scientists. When an earlier
experiment using a stream of electrons resulted in the same interference pattern of
waves, these later versions using single electrons emerged to test if this ability would
disappear when the electron was forced to travel solo, removed from their kind and
wholly a particle. This was to test if the electron, forced to travel in solitude without
the company of its brethren, would still know where it belonged in the final image of
interference bands. What happened with these experiments were not so
straightforward.
As the lonely electron hurtles towards its target, its journey exhibits both qualities of
being a wave as well as being a particle. A part of what makes the single electron
perform this dualistic shape-shifting is due to the physical environment created by
the experiment– in this case, to be on a tiny-yet-proportional scale. The electron,
flying solo, understands that some foreign momentum is propelling it to complete its
journey. Armed with hybrid potential, it even knows to alter its own behaviour
depending on who is watching. Even on its own, it has the understanding of where it
belongs in the big picture, and it’s able to make its way there even without
companions.
So when it’s still able to travel as a wave and particle at the same time, interfering
with itself to land where it needs to land, how does it pass through the slits? Another
variation of the experiment placed a detector above one of the slits, to test which
doorway the hybrid electron would pass through to its place in the interference
pattern. Once this detector was in place, all the single electrons somehow knew to
obediently collapse into pure particle, funnelling straight through the doorway and
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landing right ahead. Once it “sensed” it was being surveilled, it altered its own
behaviour under observation to literally “fall in line.”
The beauty of this experiment is its mystery; the dual nature of the electron collapses
upon the decided conditions of our observations. There is no certainty, except for the
source from which the electron is emitted– its origin.
回鄕 (homecoming)
The term 回鄕 translates directly as “to return to one’s hometown,” but it is almost
never used so lightly. For example, I don’t use that term for every time I’ve flown
back to Hong Kong to visit my family. It is a term that denotes a conscious returning
from being away, returning from a period where one has sought other horizons. It
can also be used as a term for a return to a place one has never visited before,
because the place is part of one’s ancestry, an origin story. My mother explains this
kind of homecoming as 尋根, “searching for roots”.
Even within a homeland that has one name, people can regularly pinpoint several
geographical ancestral origins due to previous generations’ migration, whether due
to war or other historical events. There are enough regional differences that even
under the same country, these origins have some impact upon your identity. For
people who live in Hong Kong, the impact is amplified by the tension between them
and the CCP; it complicates a simple assertion of Hong Kong-centred identity, when
one is a product of ancestors who came from the mainland.
The 1990 film Song of the Exile by Ann Hui, a prominent Hong Kong New Wave
director, begins with a homecoming. A movie centred on a mother-daughter
relationship, these two individuals are both geographically and emotionally distant to
each other; the daughter has moved away from British Hong Kong to London in an
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attempt to put down new roots. This falls apart as her friends all gain professional
opportunities without her– though it could be read as a brutal moment of systemic
racism, in a softer brush it paints the daughter’s situation as a state of being a
perpetual outsider. It is at this moment her mother calls her back for her sister’s
wedding, and given her lack of opportunities, she returns.
I came across this film during the pandemic when I was myself trapped in a home I
could not escape, let alone returning to a homeland. The title resonated with me for a
multitude of reasons: as a child I felt abandoned by my parents in a foreign country I
knew little of; as a young adult I left all that I knew again for a location even further
from my blood, seeking a fresh start I desperately needed; now as an immigrant to
America I have spent the last five years in a heightened state of paranoia as
immigration pathways squeezed tighter and tighter. The exile became self-imposed–
so fearful of borders being closed at any time or my documentation being declared
void, I did not permit myself to leave the country easily or often.
Ultimately, this film–one that has so much potential in resonating with my own
diasporic feelings during a time of extreme solitude–was unavailable for streaming in
the country I had exiled myself to. I realized then that the path to take was clear…
Just as any lonely immigrant who has made the journey before and needed to create
their own hybridized rituals to connect to a place far away, I have to make my own
version of the film in order to gain access to it.
Armed with the film’s Wikipedia synopsis and fifteen minutes worth of footage from
the film from the only movie review I could find on YouTube, I sought to restage three
moments of reconciliation between mother and daughter.
In the documented conversation my mother and I shared for this video project, we
discussed what “homecoming” would mean for us. This was how I learned that my
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paternal grandfather was Shanghainese. Hearing about how my grandfather was
called “Shanghai Boy” after he migrated to Hong Kong due to the war (I have to
clarify which war with my mum) was vaguely endearing– my outsider status in Hong
Kong comes from my Westernized sensibilities and my appearance, so it was nice to
hear that my grandfather went through a similar kind of “othering,” as if it’s just
another inherited condition.
It was also during this conversation that I learned my maternal grandmother’s
province was obliterated for us. My mother also never knew this about herself until I
asked her directly; with regret and pain, she admitted to me that she had never
thought to ask before her mother died. But most likely her mother herself may not
have known; her whole family died of poverty when she was only nine, leaving her to
fend on the streets for herself. We don’t even know what her family looked like
because after their death, as a young, frightened, traumatized child, my grandmother
burned all their photos because their gaze scared her.
WIGNER’S FRIEND (One event, two realities)
Expanding upon wave-particle duality, Wigner’s Friend now zooms outwards for us
to envision the individuals observing the electrons. Bearing in mind the hybrid
potential of the electron and how it can be collapsed by how the observation takes
place, it brings about this paradox.
Wigner’s Friend has a simple premise: a quantum measurement of a physical
system is happening (and for the sake of continuity, let’s build upon the previously
mentioned double-slit experiment.) The Friend observes the experiment, as Wigner
stands outside of the lab. As the experiment is happening, Wigner must assume the
electron is both a wave and a particle. Sometime during this, the automated detector
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above one of the slits turns itself on, collapsing the duality into its particle behaviour.
At this precise moment, the Friend observes the electron now travelling as a particle;
in Wigner’s consciousness outside the room, the electron is assumed to be travelling
still as both a wave and a particle. The Friend exits the room to tell Wigner that the
electron is now travelling as a particle, now matching their consciousness’s
awareness of the electron’s state to the result of the Friend’s observation. Before that
information transfer, the electron is both in its hybrid state as well as its collapsed
state.
When did the collapse occur? When the automated detector collapsed the electron
into a particle as observed by the Friend, or when the observed information was
conveyed to Wigner?
A commonly cited rebuttal to this paradox is that there is no paradox, only missing
information. But the simple answer of “missing information” does not alter the fact
that in our individualized lived experiences, the phenomenon of experiencing the
same event but perceiving two different realities--creating entangled
information--happens often, and its consequences are felt.
嚮往 (to yearn for)
It is within these three scenes with my “mother” that everything described above is
enacted: a cathartic search for homecoming, lineage and reconciliation that occurs at
a surrogate fictional site– a bridging in understanding between mother and daughter
that I can finally grasp with the help of quantum physics.
As I work within the limited knowledge I have of Ann Hui’s Song of the Exile, the fact
that my mother had watched the movie when it came out in 1990 set the stage for us
to take almost thirty-one years later. By prompting her with the framework of this film
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that she has her own memory of, it offered a secret passageway into her being truly
candid with me; in a way, the conceptual fixation on the film distracted her enough
that she no longer deflected her child the way a parent normally does. I was able to
start knowing her as a person prior to parenthood, just like Maggie Cheung’s
character supposedly experiences in the film.
Serving as musical interludes in between these dense conversations, two videos
carry the respective quantum physics concepts I described above: Electron Cat
(Wave-Particle Duality) (2021) and Wigner’s Friend (2021). Composed by UK-based
music producer Joe Deamer, it is the sound itself that carries the concept most
concretely: through both pieces, a leitmotif undergoes continuous variations such as
granular synthesization, directional panning, and decay to represent the
transformations that the electrons themselves go through. Accompanying the dense
compositions are simpler videos: my cat, with shining orb-like eyes, gazing at
intangible vapour; a close-up of my own nervous neurotic eye, looking at things
beyond the frame. Altogether the videos act as a carrier not just for these scientific
theories, but also (hopefully) the overwhelming sensation of subjective gazes and
the evasive nebulous personal/universal truths we seek to confirm with it.
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Ting Teal: Thesis Exhibition, May 6th - 15th 2021
Pepper Box (Stony Point Battlefield) (2020)
(cold-rolled steel, video, tablets, plexiglass), 13” X 17” X 10.25”
artist portrait for Hauser & Wirth X Hunter College thesis spotlight (2021)
Photographed by Néstor Daniel Pérez-Molière
(vinyl sticker), approx. 82” X 114”
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Healing Brush (2021)
Garment made by Kaitlin Kimbro
Inkjet print by Andrew Jarman, 43” X 57”
Motherland (Song of the Exile) Part I (2021)
Video, 5:53
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Electron Cat (Wave-Particle Duality) (2021)
Music composed by Joe Deamer
Video: 1:57




Music composed by Joe Deamer
Video, 1:14
Motherland (Song of the Exile) Part III (2021)
Video, 4:49
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A week later, she came to me in a dream and I held her one last time (part II) (2019)
Video, 5:15
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Installation Views (May 6th - 15th, 2021 at 205 Hudson)
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